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ABSTRACT

We report the detection of a new Galactic bubble at the interface between the halo and the Galactic disc. We suggest that the nearby
Lupus complex and parts of the Ophiuchus complex constitute the denser parts of the structure. This young bubble, .3 Myr old,
could be the remnant of a supernova and it expands inside a larger HI loop that has been created by the outflows of the Upper
Scorpius OB association. An HI cavity filled with hot X-ray gas is associated with the structure, which is consistent with the Galactic
chimney scenario. The X-ray emission extends beyond the west and north-west edges of the bubble, suggesting that hot gas outflows
are breaching the cavity, possibly through the fragmented Lupus complex. Analyses of the polarised radio synchrotron and of the
polarised dust emission of the region suggest the connection of the Galactic centre spur with the young Galactic bubble. A distribution
of HI clumps that spatially corresponds well to the cavity boundaries was found at VLSR ' −100 km s−1. Some of these HI clumps are
forming jets, which may arise from the fragmented part of the bubble. We suggest that these clumps might be “dripping” cold clouds
from the shell walls inside the cavity that is filled with hot ionised gas. It is possible that some of these clumps are magnetised and
were then accelerated by the compressed magnetic field at the edge of the cavity. Such a mechanism would challenge the Galactic
accretion and fountain model, where high-velocity clouds are considered to be formed at high Galactic latitude from hot gas flows from
the Galactic plane.

Key words. ISM: general – ISM: structure – ISM: magnetic fields – ISM: bubbles – polarization – ISM: jets and outflows

1. Introduction

The Galactic centre is one of the most complex regions of the
Galaxy. Its complicated star formation history and the presence
of multiple massive star clusters have shaped the large-scale
structures, which appear as a superposition of loops observed
through the atomic hydrogen (HI) line emission, gamma-rays
(the “Fermi bubbles”), and through synchrotron radio emission
(Heiles 1984; Egger & Aschenbach 1995; Wolleben 2007; Su
et al. 2010; Vidal et al. 2015; Crocker et al. 2015). Vidal et al.
(2015) identified four possible explanations for the origin of
these loops: old and nearby supernova remnants, outflows from
the Galactic centre, bubbles powered by OB associations, and
magnetic field loops illuminated by synchrotron emission.

In this paper, we concentrate on the central part of the Galaxy
that is dominated by Loop I, also called the North Polar Spur
(NPS), the bright X-ray emission (Egger & Aschenbach 1995),
and large HI loops (de Geus 1992). Wolleben (2007) proposed
a large-scale model to describe the two polarised synchrotron
shells associated with the Loop I bright radio filament extending

above 90◦ in Galactic latitude. In this model, the Upper
Scorpius (USco) OB subgroup played a recent role in the expan-
sion of the Loop I bubble and is responsible for the X-ray
emission observed toward the Loop. However, the author con-
cedes that the proposed model is a simple approximation to a
presumably more complex reality that probably requires many
earlier stellar winds and supernova events to explain the fea-
tures observed at smaller scales. A careful inspection of the
HI data, X-ray, and polarised radio emission in this region has
allowed us to identify a young Galactic bubble located at the
interface between the halo and the Galactic plane that pos-
sesses all the characteristics that are typically attributed to the
Galactic chimney model (Norman & Ikeuchi 1989). Our new
model takes into account the configuration of the local magnetic
field, the morphology of HI structures, and the formation of the
two well-known molecular clouds with regions with ongoing star
formation, the Ophiuchus and Lupus molecular complexes. The
HI data also provide evidence that high-velocity clouds (HVCs)
are probably associated with this region and interact with
the bubble.
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Fig. 1. Total gas column den-
sity (NH) map derived from the
τ353 Planck map. The white
dashed rectangles delimit the
Ophiuchus and Lupus dark com-
plexes according to Lombardi
et al. (2008a). The yellow dashed
ellipse delimits the inner bound-
ary of the bubble.

Our analysis is organised as follows. The data are presented
in Sect. 2, the region is described in detail in Sect. 3, structures
seen in polarisation are described in Sect. 4, a detailed descrip-
tion of the HVCs present in this region is provided in Sect. 5, and
an outline of the model is presented in Sect. 6. The discussion
and conclusion are finally presented in Sects. 7 and 8.

2. Data

This analysis is based on several large Galactic surveys. The
gas column density (NH) maps are derived from the Planck
all-sky dust optical depth map at 353 GHz (τ353) (Planck
Collaboration XI 2014). This map was produced by fitting a
modified black-body spectrum to Planck intensity observations
at 353, 545, and 857 GHz and the IRAS observations at 100 µm.
In order to estimate the NH map, we used the dust opacity
found using Galactic extinction measurements of quasars,
τ353/NH = 1.2 × 10−26 cm2 (Planck Collaboration XI 2014;
Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV 2016).

The HI maps are taken from the Parkes Galactic All
Sky Survey (GASS; McClure-Griffiths et al. 2009; Kalberla
et al. 2010). The survey has an effective angular resolution of
14.4 arcmin at a velocity resolution of 1.0 km s−1 and covers all
Milky Way velocities between VLSR −400 and 500 km s−1. The
X-ray maps are taken from the ROSAT all-sky survey R5 band
(0.56–1.21 keV; Snowden et al. 1997). The maps have a pixel
size of 12 × 12 arcmin.

Finally, the radio polarisation data are from the S-band Polar-
ization All Sky Survey (S-PASS; Carretti et al. 2013; Carretti
et al., in prep.). S-PASS is a single-dish polarimetric survey of
the entire southern sky at 2.3 GHz, performed with the Parkes
64 m Radio Telescope, and its S-band receiver has a beam
width FWHM = 8.9 arcmin. Final maps were convolved with a
Gaussian window of FWHM = 6 arcmin to a final resolution of
10.75 arcmin.

3. Description of the region

3.1. Molecular clouds and HI shells

The region is well known for its two nearby molecular clouds, the
Ophiuchus and the Lupus dark complexes. Figure 1 shows the
Planck gas column density (NH) map including the two molec-
ular cloud complexes. The yellow dashed ellipse delimits the
inner boundaries of the bubble that are discussed in this paper.
Other important features for our analysis are pointed out by
arrows. Lombardi et al. (2008b) assigned distances of (119 ± 6)
pc and (155 ± 8) pc to the ρ Ophiuchus and the Lupus com-
plex, respectively, according to HIPPARCOS distance estimates.
Both complexes are part of the Gould Belt, a ring of molecu-
lar clouds and OB associations in the Galactic Plane, and have
recently been analysed by Pattle et al. (2015) and Mowat et al.
(2017) using the JCMT Gould Belt Survey (Ward-Thompson
et al. 2007) and the Herschel Gould Belt Survey (André et al.
2010). They are considered to be the regions of star forma-
tion closest to the Sun and are probably strongly affected by
the nearby Scorpius-Centaurus OB association. de Geus (1992)
showed that the Lupus complex is embedded in an expanding HI
shell associated with the USco OB subgroup. Figure 2 shows the
large HI shell at VLSR = 5.77 km s−1 that extends over b ∼ 30◦
extracted from GASS. The position of the USco and Upper-
Centaurus Lupus (UCL) subgroups are also marked in Fig. 2.
An HI counterpart of the ρ Ophiuchus core is visible inside
the shell. For both molecular cloud complexes, Ophiuchus and
Lupus, most of the HI is associated with the low total gas column
density (NH . 2.5 × 1021 cm−2).

Gaczkowski et al. (2015; hereafter G15) proposed in their
study that the large-scale compression due to the expanding
USco HI shell and the UCL OB association wind located on the
far side of the Lupus 1 molecular cloud would cool atomic gas
sufficiently for the formation of molecules and for triggering star
formation inside the Lupus 1 molecular cloud. The hypothesis
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Fig. 2. USco HI shell at VLSR =
5.77 km s−1 from GASS HI data.
The white contours represent the
NH map smoothed with a 5-pixel
σ Gaussian kernel, where the
contour levels are at 2.5, 4.5,
and 8.0 × 1021 cm−2. The yel-
low and red crosses show the
position of the USco and UCL
subgroups, respectively, accord-
ing to the HIPPARCOS catalogue
(de Zeeuw et al. 1999).

that Lupus 1 has recently been shocked by expanding shells
agrees with recent SCUBA-2 observations that were analysed by
Mowat et al. (2017), who found a high number of Class 0/I young
stellar object (YSO) sources and a lower number of Class III
YSOs. This high ratio (1:1) suggests that Lupus 1 is young.

G15 also reported two dust voids located on the eastern and
western side of the Lupus 1 molecular cloud. The eastern void is
delimited by a ring-like dust ridge that contains several molecu-
lar clouds located to the north of Lupus 1 (see the dust ridge in
Fig. 1). The authors explain these two voids by the cumulative
feedback from massive stars in the USco and UCL subgroups,
which would have triggered the star formation in the region.
We suggest a new model to explain the morphology of this
region. In this model, the eastern void is the location of a nearby
Galactic bubble that is probably expanding inside the older USco
HI shell. We also suggest that the western void, rather than being
produced by the UCL subgroups feedback, is probably filled with
hot gas escaping from the bubble through the fragmented Lupus
molecular cloud.

Figure 3 shows the HI at local standard of rest (LSR) veloc-
ity of 1.65 km s−1. The contours indicate the position of the
molecular clouds according to the NH map. It is important to
note the presence of a complementary HI ridge completing the
ring-like dust ridge described by G15. The lower column density
gas associated with the HI ridge is also visible in the NH map of
Fig. 1. In addition, on the left-hand side of the HI ridge, another
ridge-like structure can be identified. This structure is part of
the Ophiuchus north molecular clouds and has been labelled the
Oph ridge in this model. The 13CO cloud associated with the
Oph ridge is located at VLSR = 0–2 km s−1 (Nozawa et al. 1991),
which corresponds well to the velocity of the HI ridge. An HI
counterpart of the Oph ridge is also visible around 5.77 km s−1

(see Fig. 2). In our model, the HI ridge, which appears to com-
plete the upper boundary of the eastern void with the dust and

Oph ridges, is part of a fragmented bubble structure with the
Lupus molecular complex. A schematic diagram of the bubble
embedded in the USco HI shell is shown in Fig. 4.

The distance of 155 ± 8 pc for the Lupus was assigned by
Lombardi et al. (2008b) using the whole molecular complex.
However, with recent parallax measurements, Galli et al. (2013)
found significant depth effects in the molecular cloud. They mea-
sured distances of 182+7

−6, 167+19
−15, 185+11

−10, and 204+18
−15 pc for the

brightest subclouds Lupus 1, 2, 3, and 4 (see labels in Fig. 1).
They classified most of the young stars located in the clouds fol-
lowing the outer boundaries of the ellipsoid shape in Fig. 1 as
“off-cloud” stars with a measured distance of 139+10

−9 pc. This
distance is consistent with the estimated distance of 130 pc for
the Oph ridge (Hatchell et al. 2012). Consequently, the distance
of 139+10

−9 pc is assigned to the bubble model in this paper. The
hypothesis that Lupus 1 has recently been shocked by an expand-
ing shell, as claimed by G15 and Mowat et al. (2017), is still
consistent with our interpretation of the region’s history. The
inhomogeneity of the material before the bubble expansion can
explain the fragmented morphology of the northwestern side of
the bubble. The multiple compression scenario, where the bub-
ble expansion colliding with the larger USco HI shell would be at
the origin of the Lupus molecular complex, will also be explored
in the discussion section.

This model places the Lupus complex at the edge of a shell-
like structure that is probably filled with hot X-ray gas (see next
section). We propose that its fragmented morphology might also
be at the origin of the outflow of hot gas seen in the western void.

3.2. Galactic chimney model: X-ray emission and outflows

As described by G15, the two dust voids on either side of Lupus 1
are filled with hot X-ray gas. Figure 5 shows the X-ray emission
(ROSAT R5 band) for the same region as shown in the previous
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Fig. 3. HI ridge at VLSR = 1.65 km s−1

from GASS HI data. The white con-
tours represent the NH map in the
same way as in Fig. 2.
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As described by G15, the two dust voids on either side of Lu-
pus 1 are filled with hot X-ray gas. Figure 5 shows the X-ray

emission (ROSAT R5 band) for the same region as shown in the
previous figures. G15 noted that since the X-ray gas follows the
edge of Lupus 1, it could indicate that the molecular cloud is em-
bedded in the hot gas. However, they did not rule out that Lupus
1 might also be seen in absorption against the hot gas emission,
as is also probably the case for the Ophiuchus cloud complex.

Figure 6 shows the HI emission at

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the bubble at the interface between the
Galactic disc and the halo seen from the same point of view as the
observations. The smaller bubble filled with hot X-ray gas is filled with
black dots. A star marks the centre of the bubble. Parallel lines mark the
location of the Lupus molecular cloud and Oph ridge where the bubble
meets the USco HI shell.

figures. G15 noted that since the X-ray gas follows the edge of
Lupus 1, it could indicate that the molecular cloud is embedded
in the hot gas. However, they did not rule out that Lupus 1 might
also be seen in absorption against the hot gas emission, as is also
probably the case for the Ophiuchus cloud complex.

Figure 6 shows the HI emission at VLSR = 1.65 km s−1 shown
in Fig. 3 overlaid with the X-ray contours. At this velocity, the
HI gas seems to encompass the X-ray emission. This connection
between the X-ray and the HI at 1.65 km s−1 seems to con-
tinue on the right-hand side of the Lupus molecular complex as

well, where a sharp HI filament at a Galactic latitude of b ∼ 10◦
corresponds well to the southern X-ray boundary.

In the west-northwest part of the HI cavity shown in Fig. 6,
the HI ridge and the southern HI filament are separated by a
breach. If the X-ray emission is considered as continuous behind
the Lupus complex, or through the Lupus complex, then the hot
gas filling this region can be associated with an outflow of gas
from the HI cavity. This outflow can be divided into a small flow,
located above the dust ridge on the right-hand side of the HI
ridge, and a large flow, located below the dust ridge, which would
pass behind, or through, the Lupus molecular cloud. The large
flow is subdivided into three parts, one filling the HI cavity and
located on the left-hand side of Lupus, one located on the right-
hand side of Lupus, and the third located at the edge of the field
around l ∼ 315◦. The gap between the middle part of the flow
and western part could be explained by a shadow effect caused
by colder gas located in front of the flow shown in HI emission at
1.65 and 5.77 km s−1 in Figs. 2 and 3. It is interesting to note that
the small flow seen in X-rays is also embedded in what seems to
be an HI flow located above the dust ridge.

Again, as for the Ophiuchus and the Lupus complex, the
HI ridge could also produce a shadow effect over the hot gas.
However, unlike the western side of the Lupus, the northern
side of the HI ridge has a significantly lower X-ray bright-
ness than the southern part inside the cavity. This brightness
variation is consistent with hot gas enclosed by colder HI gas.
Furthermore, the total column density map in Fig. 1 does not
indicate any amount of matter along the line of sight that
would be sufficient to produce a shadow effect on the north-
ern side of the HI ridge. According to these observations, we
conclude that it is highly probable that the X-ray emission on
the eastern side of Lupus is emitted by local hot gas contained
inside the bubble. This morphology corresponds well to the
Galactic chimney scenario located at the interface between the
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Fig. 5. Colours show the X-ray
emission (ROSAT R5 band) for
the same region as shown in
Figs. 1–3. The white contours
represent the NH map in the same
way as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 6. HI emission at VLSR =
1.65 km s−1 overlaid with the X-
ray map smoothed with a 2-pixel
σ Gaussian kernel, where con-
tours start from 225 to 500 ×
10−6 counts s−1 arcmin−2 with
an interval of 20 × 10−6 counts
s−1 arcmin−2. The contours are
masked between longitude 225.5◦
and 229◦ in ecliptic coordinates,
because of the stripe seen in
Fig. 5.

Galactic disc and the Galactic halo, as proposed by Norman &
Ikeuchi (1989). This interpretation also agrees with the analy-
sis of Puspitarini et al. (2014), which compares the X-ray bright
regions of the R5 band ROSAT map with a three-dimensional
interstellar medium (ISM) map computed from extinction mea-
surements (Lallement et al. 2014). They found that the three
bright X-ray regions located at l, b = (330◦, 14◦), (342◦, 18◦),
and (355◦,9◦) correspond well to a nearby cavity in the local

ISM distribution that is located at a distance of ∼130 pc.
This distance corresponds to the distance suggested for the
bubble.

4. Polarisation data

This section presents the analysis of the 2.3 GHz S-PASS polari-
sation data associated with this region. The Stokes Q and U maps
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Fig. 7. Polarisation maps from S-PASS at 2.3 GHZ. Top panels: Stokes Q (left panel) and U (right panel) parameters. Bottom panels: polarisation
intensity on the left and on the right of the polarisation intensity overlaid with the X-ray intensity (white) and the total column density (yellow).

are shown in the top panels of Fig. 7. The main structures visible
in Stokes Q and U on the eastern part of the field are the two
HII regions Sh 2-7 and Sh 2-27, and the arc of the Galactic Cen-
tre Spur (GCS), which extends from b ∼ 3◦ to ∼ 24◦. The left
lower panel in Fig. 7 shows the polarisation intensity map of the
field, |P| =

√
Q2 + U2. Around l, b ' (3◦, 21◦), some depolari-

sation canals associated with sharp changes of the polarisation
angles at spatial scales lower than the beam can be observed.
These depolarisation canals are related to the HII region Sh 2-27
located around the runaway star ζ Oph. The two HII regions are
located at a distance close to the assumed distance of the bub-
ble, ∼140 pc. Since both HII regions are visible in Q and U, and
through the polarisation gradient (Iacobelli et al. 2014; Robitaille
et al. 2017), and not in polarisation intensity except for the depo-
larisation canals, we can conclude that structures observed in Q
and U are mainly caused by Faraday rotation. The possible link
between ζ Oph and the USco HI shell has first been explored
by Hoogerwerf et al. (2000) and is analysed in more detail in
Sect. 7.1.

Sofue et al. (1989) proposed two interpretations for the
location of the GCS: a local shell-like object produced by an
old supernova remnant, or an ejection feature associated with
Galactic centre activity. The authors concluded that the latter was
more probable since the spur lacks sharp edges and no HI struc-
ture seems to be associated with the spur. Carretti et al. (2013)
also pointed out that the depolarisation at its base is due to the

ISM in the Sagittarius arm, setting a lower limit for the distance
of this section of the GCS to some 2 kpc. The GCS association
with the bubble described in this paper is uncertain. However,
the good spatial correspondence between the eastern edge of the
bubble and the GCS, from b ∼ 10◦ and above, justifies a new
inspection of the structure.

In addition to its spatial correspondence with the eastern
edge of the bubble, the GCS possesses unique properties that
are very different from the other parts of the bubble. First of
all, the GCS possesses a stronger polarisation intensity than the
other edge sections of the bubble. Secondly, as seen in Fig. 8, the
magnetic field orientation is mostly perpendicular to the edge of
the cavity everywhere, and the magnetic field orientation associ-
ated with the GCS is parallel to the spur. Recent simulations of
a supershell by Ntormousi et al. (2017) show that with time, due
to the strong compression, the projected magnetic field tends to
be oriented along the collision surface and its strength becomes
significantly stronger than the field in the diffuse hot medium.
The orientation of the magnetic field on the eastern and north-
eastern part of the cavity corresponds well to this description.
In this area, the material swept up by the shell expansion could
have compressed the magnetic field lines, which appear to be
oriented along the collision surface. If the GCS is associated
with the cavity, the compressed magnetic field could possibly be
at its origin, which would also explain the stronger polarisation
intensity.
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Fig. 8. Stokes U map overlaid with polarisation vectors. The vector direction shows the orientation of the magnetic field, and the length is
proportional to the polarisation intensity. Right panel: polarisation vectors only for an ellipse with a thickness of 1◦, which defines the bubble
boundaries. The outer limit of the ellipse is delimited by the yellow dashed line in both panels. The ellipse is centred on l = 348.5◦ and b = 14.5◦,
it has a major axis of 23◦, a minor axis of 15◦, and a tilt angle of 15.5◦. The yellow contours show the total gas column density NH, where the
contour levels are at 2.5, 4.5, and 8.0 × 1021 cm−2.

A closer look at the right panel of Fig. 8 allows us to establish
where the polarisation angle changes around the cavity. In this
figure, the magnetic field orientation is shown only for an ellipse
with a thickness of 1◦ at the boundaries of the cavity. The vector
are plotted over the Stokes U map. Polarisation angles start to
be parallel to the GCS at b ∼ 14◦ and change direction again
at b ∼ 21◦. Between (l, b) ∼ (354◦, 21◦) and ∼ (348◦, 22◦), the
vector angles vary significantly to become perpendicular on the
western edge until the Galactic plane causes depolarisation at
the bottom of the cavity.

It is interesting to note that the section of the spur in which
the magnetic field orientation is parallel corresponds well to the
location of the inner part of the Oph ridge (see contours in the
right panel of Fig. 8 and the colour scale of Fig. 1). Accord-
ing to the simulations of Ntormousi et al. (2017) and to the
morphology of the region, the Oph ridge might represent the
material that is swept up by the shell expansion that caused
the cavity. The same shell expansion would also be responsi-
ble for the compressed and enhanced magnetised medium traced
by the GCS. On the other hand, the last section of the spur
between (l, b) ∼ (354◦, 21◦) and ∼ (348◦, 22◦), with its almost
random polarisation angles and negative Stokes U, corresponds
well to the central position below the HI ridge before the hook
(see Figs. 3 and 6). This particular section of the shell shows a
transition from dense molecular gas to atomic gas, that is, from
the Oph ridge to the HI ridge. High anisotropies in the initial den-
sity of the region might explain the difference in density and the
difference in the strength and direction of the magnetic field that
is located close to the inner part of the shell. Another possibility
is that the polarisation orientation for this section of the GCS is
affected by the HII region Sh2-7 acting as a Faraday screen in
front of the spur.

Again, according to the results of Ntormousi et al. (2017),
if less dense gas is present on the west side of the expanding
bubble, the magnetic field would have maintained its initial ori-
entation along the direction of the expansion. This characteristic
seems to be true for the transition section between the Oph ridge
and the HI ridge, and also for the western and north western part
of the bubble. Compared to the Oph ridge on the eastern side, the
Lupus molecular cloud has a large-scale magnetic field oriented

perpendicularly to its filamentary morphology. This characteris-
tic has also been noted by BLASTPol observations (Matthews
et al. 2014) and by Benedettini et al. (2015), who showed that
many perpendicular branches connected to the Lupus filaments
are aligned with the magnetic field. For this side of the bub-
ble, possible anisotropies in the local initial density and a lesser
amount of gas than at the eastern side could explain the frag-
mented morphology of the Lupus molecular complex and the
orientation of the magnetic field perpendicular to the western
edge of the cavity. As described in Sect. 3.2, the fragmented
morphology of the Lupus complex might also have allowed the
hot gas inside the bubble to escape through the eastern part of
the bubble.

Furthermore, it is important to note that the Lupus molec-
ular cloud is located precisely where the bubble described in
our model overlaps with the larger USco HI shell described by
de Geus (1992). This property can also be attributed to the Oph
ridge, although the orientation of the ridge does not match the
orientation of the larger shell (see the schematic diagram in
Fig. 4). This particular location of the molecular clouds as well
as the orientation of the magnetic field inside the bubble cor-
respond well with the model of molecular cloud formation of
Inutsuka et al. (2015) which is based on the results of recent high-
resolution magnetohydrodynamical simulations. In their model,
molecular clouds are formed in limited regions where dense HI
shells driven by expanding bubbles overlap. The formation of
molecular clouds needs multiple compressions where the com-
pressional direction is nearly parallel to the local mean magnetic
field lines. This model corresponds well with our analysis of the
Lupus complex environment, where the magnetic field is parallel
to the expansion direction of the bubble and the bubble location
overlaps the USco HI shell. In the case of the GCS, assuming
that it is associated with the bubble, the gas compression lead-
ing to the formation of the Oph ridge has also compressed the
magnetic field and enhanced the field strength.

In that context, the morphology of the bubble shell is per-
haps not only dependent on the initial density anisotropies of the
region, but also on the general orientation of the magnetic field
before the gas compression. According to the left panel of Fig. 8,
the general magnetic field direction of the region is parallel to
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Fig. 9. Left panel: GASS data showing the HI emission at VLSR = −95.64 km s−1 with white contours. The contour levels are at 3.0 and 6.0 K.
The background colour scale is the total gas column density NH. The yellow dashed ellipse delimits the edges of the bubble as seen in Fig. 2.
Right panel: HI emission map at VLSR = −95.64 km s−1. The white dashed lines represent the slices used to produce the velocity-position plots in
Fig. 10.

the Galactic plane. This general orientation of the magnetic field
could have facilitated the bubble expansion in the eastern and
western directions, which could explain the ellipsoid shape of
the cavity. At the northern edge of the cavity, where the magnetic
field is nearly perpendicular to the bubble expansion front prop-
agation, the bubble shell boundary is less dense and corresponds
to the location of the HI ridge.

The comparisons mentioned above between the location of
the GCS and the Oph ridge molecular cloud, together with the
magnetic field orientation compared with the bubble compres-
sional expansion might indicate that the GCS is a local structure
associated with the bubble. However, some other findings indi-
cate that the GCS is not associated with this local bubble.
Carretti et al. (2013) found that the GCS base at b ∼ 3◦ is depo-
larised by ISM associated with the Sagittarius arm, setting its
distance equal to or larger than 2 kpc. Moreover, the GCS below
b ∼ 10◦ seems to depart from what is identified as the edge of
the bubble. The lower left panel of Fig. 7 indeed shows a depo-
larisation of the GCS at a Galactic latitude lower than b ∼ 10◦.
On the other hand, the lower right panel reveals that the par-
tial depolarisation of the GCS at b ∼ 10◦, like the depolarisation
between b ∼ 14◦–16◦, also corresponds well with the position
of the ρ Ophiuchus core and its streamers (see Sect. 7.3 for
more details on the ρ Oph core and its streamers). The currently
available data are not sufficient to distinguish between these two
interpretations, and more data are required.

The lower right panel in Fig. 7 also reveals an overlap of
the X-ray emission with the GCS at b ∼ 21◦. Free electrons in
the hot X-ray gas can also generate polarisation angle rotation,
which can contribute to the partial depolarisation of the GCS.
The distance of the ρ Oph core is estimated to be 137 ± 1.2 pc
(Ortiz-León et al. 2017). This distance corresponds well to the
assumed distance for the bubble. If the ρOph core and its stream-
ers are closely related to the bubble, as proposed in Sect. 7.3,
then their position in front of the GCS would not necessarily
reject the hypothesis that the GCS is a local structure associated
with the bubble described in this paper. However, we recognise
that the depolarisation of the GCS around b . 10◦ might also
be attributed to ionised gas located much farther away, as far as

2.5 kpc, and in that case, it would identify the GCS as a non-local
structure.

5. High-velocity clouds

The region analysed in this paper is part of a larger region
selected as a pilot field for GASS that was analysed by
Ford et al. (2008). The analysis focused on HI halo clouds at
negative velocities. At VLSR ' −95 km s−1, they noted filamen-
tary structures of clouds extending at high Galactic latitude.
Figure 9 shows the HI emission at VLSR = −95.64 km s−1, where
three filamentary structures made of HI clumps are visible. The
lower filamentary structure (filament I) forms an arc located
below the HI ridge at VLSR = 1.65 km s−1 and the dust ridge.
The second filamentary structure (filament II) is almost perpen-
dicular to the first filament and extends from Galactic latitude
b ∼ 26◦ to ∼ 36◦. The southern extremity of this filament is also
located close to the interface between the HI ridge and the dust
ridge. Finally, the third filament (filament III) forms a large arc
located at a much higher Galactic latitude of b ∼ 44◦.

These clouds are located at a velocity ∼100 km s−1 apart
from the HI cavity associated with the bright X-ray emission.
The spatial correspondence between HI structures seen at such
different velocities is puzzling. According to Ford et al. (2008),
if these HI clouds originate from the Galactic plane, for instance,
HI pushed from the disc by violent supernovae and stellar winds
or fragments of HI shells, and if they conserve their tangen-
tial velocity corresponding to Galactic rotation, their distances
should correspond to dt = R0 cos l/ cos b, where R0 ≡ 8.5 kpc is
the radius of the solar circle. For a cloud located at l ∼ 345◦ and
b ∼ 25◦, the corresponding tangent distance is ∼9 kpc. This is
significantly more distant than the lower limit of ∼130 pc derived
for the bubble according to the Lupus complex distance. These
velocity and distance discrepancies suggest that if the HI clumps
are associated with the HI cavity, at least in the case of fila-
ments I and II, they have probably been accelerated by physical
mechanisms other than Galactic rotation. Thus, these particu-
lar HI clumps correspond well to the definition of high-velocity
clouds (HVCs), that is, atomic HI cloud complexes located at
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Another filamentary structure of HI clouds, which also seems
associated with the HI cavity, is visible at

Fig. 10. Velocity-position plots for the three filaments shown in Fig. 9.

high Galactic latitudes that move with high velocities that do
not match a simple model of circular rotation of our Galaxy
(Wakker & van Woerden 1997). The limit of HVCs is usually
defined at |VLSR| & 90 km s−1.

The velocity-position plots for the three filaments are shown
in Fig. 10. The slices used to produce the velocity-position plots
are indicated by the white dashed lines in the right panel of
Fig. 9. The width of the slices is 0.5◦, and they are centred on the
position of the white dashed lines. For filament I, the velocity-
position plot forms a kinematic arc between ∼5◦ and 18◦ that
connects with velocities corresponding to the Galactic plane at
VLSR & −30 km s−1. The kinematic arc might be evidence for
an acceleration of the HI clouds inside the bubble and along
filament I. The maximum velocity at the bottom of the arc is
approximately −105 km s−1 and corresponds well to the velocity
of the first HI clump of filament II located on the left-hand side in
the second panel of Fig. 10. The velocity of filament II is more
constant, and assuming that all clumps of filament II have the
same origin, the opposite curvature of the filament compared to
filament I might suggest a deceleration of some clumps. As
reported by Lockman et al. (2008; see also Hill et al. 2013) in
the analysis of the velocity-position slices for the Smith Cloud,
such deceleration can suggest a clump interaction with the lower
density ISM at higher Galactic latitude or simply that the slower
clumps acquire less acceleration before escaping the bubble. Fil-
ament III has a velocity-position plot similar to filament II, but
at a lower velocity of VLSR ∼ −75 km s−1.

Another filamentary structure of HI clouds, which also
seems associated with the HI cavity, is visible at VLSR =
−57.71 km s−1. The filament is shown in Fig. 11. The brighter
part of the filament starts at l ∼ 343◦, b ∼ 21◦ below the dust
ridge and ends around l ∼ 321◦, b ∼ 27◦. Interestingly, this

particular filament seems to have a polarised counterpart (see
Fig. 7). This spatial correspondence between the HI clumps and
polarised fluctuation could be an indication that these HVCs are
magnetised. The velocity-position plot associated with this fila-
ment is shown in Fig. 12. The kinematic analysis of this filament
reveals that the clumps are present along a broad range of veloci-
ties. Some of the clump velocities are extended from VLSR . −80
to ∼−30 km s−1. This kinematic connection between the clumps
and gas at higher velocity associated with the disc could con-
sist of material that has been stripped from the clumps by their
interaction with the disc gas (Lockman et al. 2008; Hill et al.
2013).

According to Fig. 9 and to the velocity-position plots in
Fig. 10, the spatial and kinematical correlation between filament
II and the maximum curvature of filament I strongly suggests that
the HI clumps in both filaments have the same origin. Figure 13
shows the HI line emission map at VLSR = 1.65 km s−1 overlaid
with the integrated column density map from VLSR ∼ −130.27
to −75.03 km s−1. Filament I follows the curvature of the HI
ridge identified in Figs. 3 and 6 well. Similarly, filament III fol-
lows the general shape of the diffuse HI gas around b = 40◦. It is
interesting to note that the bend of filament II associated with a
deceleration of the HI clumps follows the edge of the small flow
identified in Fig. 6 well that was also detected in X-ray. This
might suggests that the deceleration of the HI clumps emerging
from the HI shell that contains the hot X-ray gas is due to the
interaction with the light HI flow.

The possible interaction between the HI clumps in fila-
ment II and the small flow observed at two different velocities
means that the clumps have been accelerated by additional forces
than just the differential pressure between the Galactic halo and
inside the bubble. If the clumps are magnetised, the compressed
and enhanced magnetic field on the northeastern side of the bub-
ble might also be responsible for their acceleration. The full
calculation of this mechanism is beyond the scope of this paper,
but an in depth analysis of this phenomenon could lead to a rad-
ically different origin for these HVCs than the usual Galactic
fountain scenario (Bregman 1980). Hill et al. (2013) showed that
magnetic fields were present in the well-known Smith Cloud. If
these small HI clumps were to originate inside the magnetised
shell wall of the bubble, it is possible that they preserved a part
of the magnetic field.

The stream of HI clumps observed at −57.71 km s−1 (Fig. 11)
has a different orientation compared to the three filaments at
approximately −100 km s−1. The velocity-position plot for this
stream (Fig. 12) also shows a different kinematic behaviour com-
pared to the three other filaments. As mentioned before, the
interaction between the stream and the disc gas could explain
the kinematic connections in the velocity-position plot between
the clumps and the Galactic plane. For the brightest clump, the
gas velocity extends as far as ∼100 km s−1. The northeast ori-
entation of the filament is strikingly similar to the orientation
of the L1709-L1755 molecular streamers associated with the
Ophiuchus northernmost molecular core L1688 (Loren 1989a,b).
This correspondence might reveal a common origin for the Ophi-
uchus cloud streamers and this long stream of clumps at VLSR =
−57.71 km s−1. This possibility is discussed further in Sect. 7.3.

6. Outline of the model

The model presented in the previous sections, which describes
a large region including the Ophiuchus and Lupus molecular
complexes, agrees with the early model of Galactic chimneys
by Norman & Ikeuchi (1989). In this model, Galactic chimneys
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Fig. 11. Left panel: GASS data showing the HI emission at VLSR = −57.71 km s−1 with white contours. The contour levels are at 0.5 and 1.0
K. The background colour scale is the Stoke Q map from S-PASS. The yellow dashed ellipse delimits the edges of the bubble as seen in Fig. 2.
Right panel: HI emission map at VLSR = −57.71 km s−1. The white dashed line represents the slice used to produce the velocity-position plot in
Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12. Velocity-position plot associated with the dashed slice in the
right panel of Fig. 11.

are locations where an upward flow of energy and magnetic flux
are concentrated. Norman and Ikeuchi predicted a localised hard
X-ray component associated with the hot gas streaming through
the chimneys and the possible injection of HI clouds at great dis-
tances from the disc after fragmentation of the chimney walls.
As suggested by Ford et al. (2008), such HI clouds would have
an intermediate velocity correlated to the galactocentric radius
and to the molecular cloud at the origin of the OB association.
The velocities of the HI clouds presented in Sect. 5 do not corre-
spond to the velocities associated with the Galactic rotation. In
order to explain this discrepancy, we suggest that the morphol-
ogy of the bubble combined with the compressed and enhanced
magnetic field in some parts of the shell could act as a “mag-
netic cannon” and inject HI clumps at high velocity above the
Galactic plane. Future works should investigate this possibility in
more detail. Such magnetic cannons would challenge the origin
of a part of the HVC population that is generally considered to
be formed by thermal instabilities at scale heights above ∼1 kpc
in the hot Galactic halo gas. This hot gas stems from either an
intergalactic source, according to the accretion model, or from
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Fig. 13. HI line emission map at VLSR = 1.65 km s−1 overlaid with the
integrated column density map from VLSR ∼ −130.27 to −75.03 km s−1.
The contour levels are at 6, 14, and 22 K. The red squares mark the
average regions we used to produce the spectra shown in Fig. 15.

Galactic feedback, according to the fountain model (Wakker &
van Woerden 1997; Putman et al. 2012).

The following points summarise our model of the bubble
structure described in the previous sections.

– The bubble is located at the interface between the Galactic
plane and the Galactic halo and has a regular elliptical
shape that is well delimited on the western side by a sub-
set of clouds belonging to the Lupus molecular complex
(see Fig. 1). The centre of this ellipse is located at l, b =
(348.5◦, 14.5◦). According to the distance of this subset of
clouds estimated by Galli et al. (2013), the centre of the bub-
ble is at a distance of 139 ± 10 pc from the Sun. The size
of the minor and major axes of the ellipse, marking the lim-
its of the cavity, is estimated to be 36 ± 4 pc and 54 ± 4 pc,
respectively.

– This bubble is believed to expand inside a larger HI loop
that is well described by de Geus (1992 see Fig. 2). This
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HI loop would have been created by the Upper Scorpius OB
association outflows and the smaller bubble by a supernova
explosion, whose progenitor was the most massive star of the
association. The centroid velocity of the bubble is VLSR =
1.65 km s−1, where the northern edge is well delimited by a
HI ridge (see Fig. 3).

– The northeastern edge of the bubble is delimited by the
Ophiuchus north molecular clouds, called the Oph ridge
in this model (see Figs. 1 and 3 or the schematic view
in Fig. 4). Like the Lupus molecular complex, the Oph
ridge location intersects with the boundaries of the larger
HI loop at VLSR = 5.77 km s−1 (see Fig. 2). These partic-
ular locations for the two young molecular clouds, which
form parts of the bubble boundaries, suggest that the
two clouds were formed by multiple compressions of the
local gas.

– The bubble cavity is filled with hot gas that is well traced
by its X-ray emission (see Figs. 5 and 6). The X-ray emis-
sion overshoots the western and north western edges of the
bubble, suggesting that hot gas outflows breach the cavity,
possibly through the fragmented Lupus complex. Compar-
isons between the X-ray spatial distribution and the total gas
column density map derived from Planck strongly suggest
that the X-ray emission outside the cavity, notably above the
northern part of the bubble, is not simply absorbed by matter
along the line of sight, but that it is rather confined inside the
bubble cavity.

– HI clumps that spatially correspond well to the cavity bound-
aries, as well as clumps that on spatial and kinematic
grounds seem to have been ejected from the cavity, have
been found at LSR velocities of approximately −96 and
−58 km s−1. The presence of these clumps at such different
velocities is puzzling, and their potential origin is discussed
further in Sect. 7.2.

– Just below the Oph ridge, on the northeastern edge of the
bubble and on the eastern edge, lies the GCS, whose curva-
ture corresponds well to this side of the cavity (see Fig. 7).
The connection between the GCS and the bubble is uncer-
tain. The GCS has a higher polarisation intensity than the
other sections of the shell, and in contrast to the other sec-
tions, here the magnetic field is aligned along the bubble
boundary. This morphology of the magnetic field can be the
result, similar as for the Oph ridge and Lupus, of large com-
pressions with the expansion of the bubble. Moreover, this
enhanced magnetic field could play a role in the ejection of
HI clumps seen at VLSR ' −58 km s−1.

7. Discussion

The large-scale inhomogeneous distribution of the hot gas seen
through X-ray emission has previously been attributed by G15
to the asymmetric energy source of the subgroup. However, the
striking correspondence between the high-intensity X-ray and
the HI ridge located at VLSR = 1.65 km s−1 (see Fig. 6) seems to
indicate that a second, smaller, and probably younger, expand-
ing HI shell is embedded in the larger expanding USco HI shell
described by de Geus (1992). Moreover, when the HI ridge is
compared with the NH Planck map, it fits the morphology of
an ellipsoidal bubble well. This bubble is partly completed by
the Ophiuchus and Lupus molecular complexes (see Fig. 3).
These observations, among the others mentioned in this paper,
require a new model that describes the origin of these two
well-known molecular clouds and their ongoing star formation
activity.

7.1. Origin of the bubble

Previous studies suggested that this region has been affected by
at least one supernova explosion (Loren 1989a,b; de Geus 1992;
Hoogerwerf et al. 2000, 2001; Tachihara et al. 2001; Bobylev
2008; Myers 2009; Diehl et al. 2010; Gaczkowski et al. 2015).
In his model, de Geus (1992) suggested that massive stars in the
USco subgroup ionised the region and first contributed to the
shell expansion. The energy output of the subgroup association is
too low to account for the kinematics of the shell. The most mas-
sive star (∼O7), which had the largest contribution to the shell
expansion, probably died as a supernova, adding more kinetic
energy to the expansion. de Geus (1992) suggested that this mas-
sive star was part of a binary system and that the secondary star
could be the fast-moving runaway star ζ Oph that was kicked by
the supernova explosion. This type of event is often called the
binary-supernova scenario (BSS). According to the kinematics
of ζ Oph, the runaway star could either have left the USco sub-
group ∼ 1 Myr ago or have left the UCL subgroup ∼3 Myr ago
(Hoogerwerf et al. 2000, 2001).

This hypothesis has been studied in detail by Hoogerwerf
et al. (2001), who proposed the runaway pulsar PSR B1929+10
(J1932+1059) as the primary star of the binary system. In order
to demonstrate that the two objects are the remains of the most
massive binary system in the USco association, the authors
calculated the past orbits of the objects and simultaneously deter-
mined their separation. The results show that a small fraction
of the simulations are consistent with the hypothesis that the
runaway star and the pulsar were once part of a binary sys-
tem ∼1 Myr ago in the USco association. Later, Chatterjee
et al. (2004), with new measurements for the proper motion
and parallax of B1929+10 using the NRAO Very Long Base-
line Array (VLBA), reported that the latter scenario is extremely
unlikely. This different conclusion is also supported by Kirsten
et al. (2015), who performed new simulations with updated
proper motion and parallax values for B1929+10 using the Euro-
pean VLBI Network (EVN). It is worth mentioning that two
other analyses by Bobylev (2008) and Tetzlaff et al. (2010)
reported that the encounter between the two objects about 1 Myr
ago was still likely by increasing the errors of the parallax and
the proper motion for the pulsar by a factor of 10 (and by a factor
of 30 by Bobylev 2008 for the proper motion). However, since
the new EVN astrometry of B1929+10 agrees well with the pre-
vious VLBA measurements by Chatterjee et al. (2004), robust
constraints on the uncertainties were retained by Kirsten et al.
(2015) for their calculations.

In our analysis, we tested if the runaway star ζ Oph, with-
out any association with the pulsar B1929+10, might have been
located near the centre of the bubble. In this case, ζ Oph could
have been part of a BSS process with an unknown companion. To
calculate the orbit of the star, we used the python software galpy1

with the MWPotential2014 model for the Galactic potential
(Bovy 2015). Normal distributions of the star properties were
used to calculate the different possible previous orbits and the
bubble distance using the assumed distance of 139 ± 10 pc.
Uncertainties on measurement were set as the standard devi-
ations for the normal distributions. The list of the runaway
properties is summarised in Table 1. The closest distance esti-
mated for ζ Oph is ∼14 pc from the bubble centre located at
∼122 pc around 2 Myr ago. These results make the BSS process
involving this star at the origin of this bubble highly implausible
(see Fig. 14).

1 http://github.com/jobovy/galpy
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Table 1. Astrometric parameters of the runaways.

Name α (h m s) δ (◦ ′′) l (◦) b (◦) π µα µδ vrad
(J2000) (J2000) (J2000) (J2000) (mas) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (km s−1)

ζ Oph 16 37 09.54 −10 34 01.53 6.28 +23.59 8.91 ± 0.20 15.26 ± 0.26 24.79 ± 0.22 −9.0 ± 5.5a

V716 Cen 14 13 39.82 −54 37 32.26 314.73 +6.35 3.84 ± 0.44 −19.220 ± 0.019 −11.656 ± 0.021 +66 ± 10b

−10.3 ± 6.9c

Notes. ζ Oph astrometric parameters, position, parallaxes, and proper motions (α, δ, π, µα, µδ) from van Leeuwen (2007). V716 Cen astrometric
parameters are taken from Gaia Collaboration (2016). Radial velocities (vrad) are taken from (a,b)Kharchenko et al. (2007) and (c)Bakış et al. (2008).
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Fig. 14. Previous orbits of runaway stars ζ Oph and V716 Cen. Stars
show the current position of the stars, yellow crosses show the position
of the USco subgroup, and the black filled circle shows the geometrical
centroid of the yellow dashed ellipse. The bubble centre distance in the
top panel is 139 pc. Two trajectories were calculated for the binary V716
Cen, one using the radial velocity approximately +57 km s−1 (H2001;
2.8 Myr) and the other using the radial velocity −10.3 km s−1 (B2008;
15 Myr).

One of the runaway star trajectories studied by Hoogerwerf
et al. (2001), in addition to ζ Oph, might have been in the vicin-
ity of the USco association in the past. V716 Centaurus (HIP
69491) is an eclipsing binary (B5V) with an orbital period of
∼1.49 day. Because of its binary nature, it would be highly
surprising if this runaway star were the result of a supernova
explosion. Hoogerwerf et al. (2001) argued that one possibility
is that the runaway binary could have been part of a stable triple
system where the most massive star exploded as a supernova.
Consequently, we calculated the possible past orbits of V716
Cen following the same procedure as for the runaway ζ Oph.
The systemic radial velocity of the binary system is controver-
sial, however. Hoogerwerf et al. (2001) used a radial velocity of
+66± 10 km s−1, which is the same as provided by the SIMBAD
search database. Jilinski et al. (2010) in their dynamical study of

runaway stars produced through the BSS process in the Sco–
Cen, used the radial velocity −10.3 ± 6.9 km s−1 derived by
Bakış et al. (2008) by averaging systemic velocities obtained
from measured separated He I and Mg II lines. Figure 14 shows
the closest trajectory for a radial velocity of ∼57 km s−1 (H2001)
and a bubble distance of ∼138 pc. With these parameters, the star
system past orbit was at ∼4.7 pc from the bubble centre around
2.8 Myr ago. The orbit using the radial velocity derived by Bakış
et al. (2008; B2008) does not converge inside the bubble. Only
the radial velocity −10.3 km s−1 has been used to calculate the
trajectory in B2008.

According to our calculations, the binary system V716 Cen
is a possible candidate that could have been associated with a
BSS process at the origin of the bubble discussed in this paper.
Nonetheless, more measurements are needed to confirm the BSS
origin of V716 Cen and its association with the Galactic bubble.

7.2. HVCs

One possible explanation for the spatial correlation between
the HVCs and the HI shell is that the HI clumps at high
velocity were initially created by Rayleigh–Taylor instability
in the shell walls seen at VLSR = 1.65 km s−1. The insta-
bilities would have “dripped” into the lighter material inside
the bubble and would be then transported with the hot gas
flow at the top of the bubble due to the differential pressure
between the Galactic halo and inside the bubble. According
to McClure-Griffiths et al. (2003), the growth time of these
instabilities is of the order of 1 Myr, which is lower than the
hypothetical age of the supernova explosion that would have
occurred in the USco association (∼2.8 Myr, see Sect. 7.1).
Moreover, magnetic fields would place a lower limit on the
size of the instabilities. As part of the HI ridge structure, the
hook located on the right-hand side of the ridge may also be
due to a Rayleigh–Taylor instability developed on the collaps-
ing shell wall through the force of the Galactic gravitation field
(Mac Low & McCray 1988; McClure-Griffiths et al. 2003).

The critical size, or wavelength, of the instability in
the presence of a uniform magnetic field B is given by
(McClure-Griffiths et al. 2003):

λc =
B2 cos2 θ

aµ0(ρ2 − ρ1)
, (1)

where θ is the angle of the wave vector indicating the insta-
bility, µ0 is the magnetic permeability, and ρ1 and ρ2 are the
density for the internal and shell media. In order to estimate
the critical size of the instability, we estimated the densities
from the HI column densities using the GASS data. The two
spectra for the HI ridge and the hot internal gas are shown in
Fig. 15. The average regions used to produce these spectra are
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Table 2. Column densities for the HI ridge and the bubble interior
(void).

HI ridge Void
(cm−2) (cm−2)

Planck N353
H 1.6 × 1021 5.1 × 1020

GASS NH (total) 1.2 × 1021 5.9 × 1020

GASS NH (single) 4.2 × 1020 2.1 × 1020

Notes. The two selected regions indicated by red squares in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 15. HI spectra for the HI ridge (top panel) and inside the cavity
(bottom panel). The average regions used to produce these spectra are
marked by red squares in Fig. 13.

marked by red squares in Fig. 13. The region inside the bub-
ble was chosen for its low HI brightness at 1.65 km s−1 and
its high X-ray brightness (see Fig. 5). However, it is also pos-
sible that the high X-ray brightness indicates that less material
is in front of the bubble to obscure the X-ray emission. First,
multiple Gaussians were fitted on both spectra. The Gaussian
with the mean value closer to 1.65 km s−1 was then integrated
in order to calculate the column density following the relation
NH = 1.82 × 1018WHI, where WHI is the result of the integra-
tion in K km s−1. The results of the estimated column densities
are summarised and compared with the N353

H Planck map in
Table 2. The derived hydrogen column densities are 4.2 × 1020

and 2.1 × 1020 cm−2 for the HI ridge and the void inside the
bubble, respectively. Assuming that the bubble is a symmetric
ellipsoid and that its distance at the centre corresponds to the dis-
tance of the ‘off-cloud’ stars of the Lupus complex estimated by
Galli et al. (2013), then ρ1 and ρ2 in Eq. (1) are (3.0±0.2)×10−27

and (1.8 ± 0.2) × 10−26 kg cm−3, respectively. With these values,
the lower limit of the size of an instability in the presence of a
magnetic field with a typical value of B ∼ 3 µG, as proposed by
McClure-Griffiths et al. (2003), is 1.5 ± 0.1 pc. The uncertain-
ties on these value rely only on the distance uncertainty of the
bubble, and they should be considered higher. The calculation of

the hydrogen column density inside the shell is also very uncer-
tain because of the degenerate multiple Gaussian fitting and also
because of the confusion along the line of sight. The density
ratio ρ2/ρ1, according to the HI spectra, is ∼6, which is lower
than 10–20 estimated by McClure-Griffiths et al. (2003). How-
ever, even using ρ1 = ρ2/(10–20) does not change the value of
λc much. Despite the large uncertainties associated with the cal-
culation of λc, it is interesting to note that the critical size of
∼1.5 pc for the Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities corresponds well to
the typical size of the HI clumps located at −95.64 km s−1. This
would agree with the scenario where the HI clumps are “drops”
of Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities into the lighter material inside
the bubble.

7.3. ρ Ophiuchus cores and the streamers

The origin of the streamers located on the southeastern side
of the main ρ Ophiuchus core, also called L1688, has been
the subject of debates for many years. The shape of the dust
arc, the ρ Oph core, and the orientation of the magnetic field
suggest that the core has been shocked, which could have trig-
gered the star formation inside the core (Loren 1989a; de Geus
1992; Tachihara et al. 2001). Loren (1989a) discussed that the
major star formation region in L1688 might be located in a post-
shock region of the cloud. Based on the optical polarisation of
background stars, the author also found evidence that the shock
could have been responsible for the reorientation of the mag-
netic field. If a magnetised cloud is shocked, the magnetic field
parallel to the shock front is amplified relative to the field per-
pendicular to the shock. A close-up of the ρ Ophiuchus cloud
overlaid with the orientation of the magnetic field according to
the polarised synchrotron emission (S-PASS 2.3 GHz, red) and
the orientation of the magnetic field measured with the polarised
dust emission (Planck 353 GHz, white) is presented in Fig. 16.
The synchrotron emission at this frequency being affected by the
Faraday rotation while the radiation passes through the plasma,
the polarisation vectors are more suitable in this case for mea-
suring the surrounding magnetic field orientation in the bubble.
The dust polarisation is directly linked to the magnetic field of
the cloud, and it is thus appropriate to measure the impact of
the shock front on the magnetic field orientation of the cloud.
As noted by Loren (1989a), the magnetic field in some part of
the cloud, notably the L1688 and L1689 cores and the dust arc
(indicated in Fig. 3), is nearly perpendicular to the ambient field.
Using the histogram of relative orientation technique applied on
the NH Planck map, Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV (2016) also
noted a drastic change in the relative orientation of the mag-
netic field and the filamentary structures as a function of NH for
the Ophiuchus molecular cloud. The lowest NH generally has a
magnetic field parallel to the structure, in contrast with a perpen-
dicular magnetic field in the highest NH bin. For the streams, the
orientation of the magnetic field measured by the dust polarisa-
tion follows the L1688-L1709-L1755 filament well, but deviates
by 27◦ in the L1729 filament. According to Loren (1989a), this
suggests a divergence of the shock flow, where the intersec-
tion of L1709-L1755 and L1729 should locate the source of the
shock. In this model, the streams were suggested to be “tongues”
formed by Rayleigh–Taylor instability on the cores. Recent
VLBA observations of young stellar objects in ρ Oph core,
L1688, measured a proper motion directed towards the dust arc
(Ortiz-León et al. 2017). This would also agree with the shock
scenario involving the star-forming regions L1688 and L1689.

de Geus (1992) presented a detailed model where the expand-
ing USco HI shell located at velocities 3 < v < 9 km s−1 (see
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Fig. 16. Close-up of the the ρ Ophiuchus cloud overlaid with the orientation of the magnetic field according to the polarised synchrotron emission
(S-PASS 2.3 GHz in red) and the orientation of the magnetic field measured with the polarised dust emission (Planck 353 GHz in white).

Fig. 2) interacted with gas of the Ophiuchus cloud that was
already present in the region. He suggested the location of the
near side of the expanding shell at VLSR = −12 km s−1, where
HI structures correspond well with the contour of the molecular
cloud. The interaction would result in a shock between the shell
the Ophiuchus molecular cloud into which it is expanding. How-
ever, this observation is difficult to reconcile with Fig. 3, where
a counterpart of the dust arc is clearly associated with HI gas at
VLSR = 1.65 km s−1. This HI association with the dust arc is visi-
ble until ∼7 km s−1. Thus, according to our analysis using GASS
HI data, the Ophiuchus molecular cloud is more likely to interact
with the far side of the expending bubble than with the near side.

According to the reorientation of the magnetic field, the two
cores L1688 and L1689 are the parts of the cloud that are most
affected by the shock, leaving the magnetic field associated with
the streams undisturbed. Ortiz-León et al. (2017) measured a
distance of 137 ± 1.2 pc for the core L1688. This distance corre-
sponds well to the distance of the bubble, 139+10

−9 pc, according to
the off-cloud associated with Lupus. For L1689, they measured a
distance of 147.3 ± 3.4 pc, suggesting that the southern streamer
is about 10 pc farther away than the Ophiuchus core L1688. This
new distance for the streamer challenges the scenario developed
by de Geus (1992). Assuming that the near side of the expanding
shell has shocked the streamer first, it is puzzling why it would
not also have changed its magnetic field orientation. The reason
might be a projection effect of the stream that points toward us.
The authors admitted, however, that more parallax measurements
are needed to confirm the distance of L1689.

Loren (1989a) noted that the streamers contain quasi-
periodic, centrally condensed, cold dense cores instead of a
uniformly decreasing material density typical of the downstream
tail model. This description also fits the HI stream observed
at VLSR = −57.71 km s−1 well (see Fig. 11). Furthermore, its
orientation is similar to that of the L1709-L1755 filament. If the
Ophiuchus streamers have the same origin as the HI stream seen
at VLSR = −57.71 km s−1, they might have left the Galactic plane
for the lighter hot gas in the large USco HI shell before the
supernova explosion that created the smaller bubble. Then, the
expansion of the second smaller shell might have interacted with
the Ophiuchus cloud and compressed its gas to colder and denser

gas than in the HI stream at −57.71 km s−1. It is also possible that
the Ophiuchus cloud left the Galactic plane after the supernova
explosion and that the interaction occurred, as proposed before,
between the molecular cloud and the far side of the smaller
expending bubble. In either cases, the Ophiuchus molecular
cloud would have a close connection with the new discovered
bubble, and further analysis about this link is required.

8. Conclusion

A careful inspection of HI data and radio polarised emission in
the Ophiuchus and Lupus complex regions allowed us to iden-
tify a young Galactic bubble located at the interface between
the Galactic halo and the Galactic plane. This bubble proba-
bly expands inside the larger HI shell surrounding the USco
OB subgroup that has previously been identified by de Geus
(1992). Its distance is estimated at ∼140 pc. The bubble may have
been created after a supernova explosion, for which the runaway
binary system V716 Cen could be the member of an original
triple system. The shock of the supernova would have swept
the remaining material of the early USco molecular cloud and
formed the young Lupus molecular cloud complex that is located
at the western boundary of the bubble. The fragmented structure
of Lupus allows some of the hot X-ray gas filling the bubble to
escape at higher Galactic latitude. Parts of the Ophiuchus molec-
ular complex, the Ophiuchus northern molecular clouds, called
the Oph ridge in this model, may have the same origin.

The magnetic properties of the bubble were inspected
through radio synchrotron emission at 2.3 GHz from the
S-PASS data and the dust polarisation at 353 GHz from the
Planck survey. The region is dominated in polarisation inten-
sity by the GCS. This structure may be the result of shocked
material following the supernova explosion at the origin of the
HI cavity. The shock in this denser area of the bubble could
have compressed the magnetic field and aligned its direction
perpendicularly to the direction of the shock front propagation.
However, other works have reported evidence that the GCS sits
on the Sagittarius arm or beyond at ∼2 kpc or farther. We cur-
rently have not enough data to distinguish between these two
possible scenarios; more data are required to conclude on this.
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We also suggest that the Ophiuchus molecular cloud might have
a close connection to the young bubble. They are both located at
similar distances, and like for the GCS, the shocked Ophiuchus
cores also demonstrate that changes in magnetic field direction
align perpendicularly to the shock direction.

The connection between the bubble and HVCs observed at
VLSR ≈ −100 km s−1 is one of the most surprising findings
of this study. More detailed calculations and perhaps numeri-
cal simulations are necessary to confirm the “magnetic cannon”
hypothesis, that is, if the thermal pressure and the magnetic pres-
sure created by the expanding bubble alone might accelerate
small magnetised HI clumps and launch them to high Galactic
latitude. If this mechanism is confirmed, it could reveal a differ-
ent scenario than the Galactic fountain model for the formation
of HVCs, where HI clumps are formed at high Galactic latitude
from hot gas flows from the Galactic plane.
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